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In this work, the problem of finding an impact test method for
cemented carbide rock drill inserts is considered. A suitable test
method is required to benchmark alternative binder cemented carbides
against today’s cobalt based grades. The developed test method is
based on a Charpy pendulum arrangement and utilizes, as in rock
drilling, impact of cylindrical bars to achieve the high impact force
sufficient to fracture the rock drill inserts. The impact is
symmetrical with two inserts facing each other, which proves to be an
efficient way of damaging the inserts. To gain more information
regarding the force and pulse duration, the history of the impact is
recorded with the use of strain gauges. The measured force curves
from repeated tests are typically very similar, a strong indication
that the test loads the buttons in a well-defined, repeatable way.
Also, quasi-static loading of the insert is present in the impact
which agrees to the results from a static compression test. This
indicates that the inserts are subjected to quasi-static loading,
rather than dynamic loading.
A single impact test procedure was developed in this work. This
methodology proved capable of differentiating the impact performance
of two different button cemented carbide grades. Hence, the test can
be used in the future as a benchmark test. It is however necessary to
obtain statistical evidence. The impact performance was measured by
observing cracks produced in the impact contact zone with the aid of
an optical microscope with 85x objective. Radial cracks are very
often found, often forming a cross around the contact zone. When
large button chippings occur due to the impact loading, a very clear
sudden drop in the measured force pulse is seen. This is however not
seen for impacts that only produces cracks.
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Utveckling av slagseghetstestmetod för bergborrstift
Erik Borg
Detta examensarbete syftar till att utveckla en metod för att undersöka slagsegheten för
bergborrstift. I arbetet tas metoden fram, verifieras och testas på bergborrstift. Resultatet från den
utvecklade metoden jämförs även med ett statiskt kompressionsprov.
I bergborrning krossas berget genom att överföra korta tryckvågor som bär en amplitud uppemot
flera hundra kilonewton. Tryckvågorna överförs genom ett antal stift av hårdmetall som möter
berget. Hårdmetall är ett mycket hårt och segt material som består av volframkarbid och kobolt. På
senare tid har hälsomässiga risker med hantering av kobolt uppdagats varpå nya hårdmetallsorter
tagits fram. Dessa nya sorter behöver testas i en lämplig metod innan dyra fälttester. Metoden
formades utifrån tre huvudsakliga frågor:
•
•
•

Vilken typ av slag är relevant med hänsyn till bergborrning?
Vilken motyta är lämplig i slaget?
Hur uppnås tillräcklig kraft i slaget för att orsaka brott i stiftet?

Den utvecklade metoden har likheter med dynamiken i bergborrning. Genom att från 1 meters höjd
släppa en liten stålcylinder (mindre än en 50 cl PET-flaska) som sedan får slå in i en annan stålcylinder
fås en kraft på upp emot 100 kN i stöten. Metoden utnyttjar alltså de oerhört höga krafterna som på
ett enkelt sätt kan erhållas dynamiskt kontra maskineriet som krävs för att uppnå en lika hög kraft
statiskt. Det är även så att tryckvågens längd avgörs utifrån längden på den inslående stålcylindern.
Längden på den inslående stålcylindern har då anpassats för att efterlikna pulslängden i
bergborrning. Pulslängden som applicerar tryckvågen är av hög betydelse eftersom den bestämmer
hur snabbt deformationen på stiftet sker. I bergborrning appliceras kraften under ett kvasi-statiskt
förlopp. Detta eftersom pulslängden är många gånger längre än vågens gångtid i stiftet. Metoden
utnyttjar även faktumet att en kropp som slår in i en kopia av sig självt möter en fullständigt stel
vägg. Det innebär alltså att planet där två hårdmetallstift slår in i varandra förblir orubbligt under
slagets varaktighet. Detta är ett mycket effektivt sätt att slå sönder bergborrstift, som är oerhört
hårda och sega.
De viktigaste delarna i den framtagna metoden presenteras i figur A nedan. De två stiften slås in i
varandra genom att släppa pendelarmen från en förutbestämd höjd. Tryckvågen som uppstår är lika
för bägge stiften och mäts med hjälp av trådtöjningsgivare placerade på den fritt upplagda stången.

Figur A. Översikt av den utvecklade metoden. Pendelarmen släpps från en förutbestämd höjd varpå den kopplade kolven
med ett bergborrstift monterat i fronten slås mot bergborrstiftet monterat i den horisontella stången. Stöten mäts genom
trådtöjningsgivare monterade på stången. Det förstorade området visar hur de två bergborrstiften sitter monterade.

Den utvecklade metoden förmår att särskilja slagsegheten för de två hårdmetallsorterna som
testades i detta arbete. Metoden rankar även de två sorterna likadant som det statiska
kompressionsprovet. Sprickorna som uppstår är radiella, ofta fyra sprickor med 90o vinkel
sinsemellan. Radiella sprickor har rapporterats i andra arbeten då hårdmetall utsätts för statisk
sfärisk intryckning. Detta tyder starkt på att stiften utsätts för ett kvasi-statiskt kraftförlopp.
Resultatet från ett slagtest kategoriserades utifrån om en spricka kunde ses med hjälp av mikroskop
eller inte. I litteraturen tros sprickorna uppstå under ytan och sedan växa upp mot ytan. Därmed kan
det uppfattas att ett stift klarar testet om sprickorna inte växer ända fram till ytan. För att ta bort
denna möjliga inverkan föreslås ett modifierat testförfarande. I det testförfarandet föreslås det att
bergborrstiften efterbehandlas med mjukare slag för att växa eventuella sprickor gömda strax under
ytan, utan att initiera ny spricktillväxt.
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1 Introduction
Cemented carbides (CC) have played a key role in the industrial productivity development ever since
the ending of the 1940's. The composite revolutionized the speed of industrial material processing
and is now indispensable in tools for metal cutting and rock drilling. As the already large automotive,
aerospace and mining industries are expected to grow, there is a huge continuously growing market
in need of a material with the toughness and hardness provided by CC. Most commonly, they consist
of hard tungsten carbide (WC) grains and cobalt binder phase. Cobalt is at present an outstanding
binder phase. However, the International Agency for Research on Cancer concluded that processing
of cobalt metal with WC is probably carcinogenic to humans [1]. Therefore, a reclassification of the
metal is ongoing. It is therefore necessary to reduce the industrial dependence on cobalt in CC. Now,
alternative binder candidates to replace the Co binder phase in CC are being developed in the joint
research programme CoFree. The material properties of the new candidates need to be assessed and
compared to current CC grades before further implementation.
length
At present, impact toughness tests on rock drill inserts in the CoFree project have been performed
using a modified Charpy pendulum hammer method. The Charpy impact test has been used
extensively as a method to test impact toughness due to its experimental simplicity [2]. A
conventional Charpy test consists of a pivoting hammer equipped with a wedge at its front that
impacts onto a specimen and fractures it. The simplicity of the method allows for tailored
modifications. While the method is simple, it yields no information regarding the impact. However,
the impact method can differentiate between CC grades. In addition, results also agree well with a
static compression test. The difference between the static compression test and the Charpy hammer
method is the rate at which load is applied onto the insert. Even if both methods rank the rock drill
inserts impact resistance equally, the reason is unknown. Thus, there is need for further
investigation.

1.1 Assignment
This master thesis work aims towards increasing the understanding of the influence from the
percussion-impact in rock drilling on the fracture of the rock drill insert and to initiate and develop a
suitable test method to be able to benchmark alternative binder CC against today’s cobalt based
grades.
A major part of this thesis involves further development of the modified Charpy impact method. The
method should gain relevance towards the dynamics in percussive drilling. The developed impact
test is to be compared to a static compression test to investigate the dependence of loading rate on
the insert. Development is on an existing Charpy pendulum arrangement at the Ångström
Laboratory. The work includes:
•

•

A literature study on
o The insert dynamics in percussive drilling.
o Wear and fracture of inserts in percussive drilling.
Development and verification of an insert impact test rig.

Tools of analysis are Light Optical Microscope (LOM), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and
experimentally measured quantities.
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2 Background
In what follows, an introduction on percussive drilling focusing on the rock drill insert is presented,
followed by introduction to CC and wear of the rock drill insert.

2.1 Percussive drilling
In percussive rock drilling, the rock is crushed by a drill bit with teeth (a tooth is also knowns as a
button) at its front that applies short-duration compressive loads on the rock [3]. When the buttons
on the drill bit begins to dent the rock surface, numerous microcracks are generated that pulverizes
the rock into powder, forming a zone of rock powder between the button and the rock. Energy is
mainly transferred through the previously crushed rock powder. When the load between the drill bit
teeth and rock becomes critical, spontaneous and rapid crack propagation occurs that fragments the
rock [4], see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Rock fracture in percussive drilling. Image from M. Heiniö [4].

A simplified top hammer drilling system consists of a piston, shank adapter, drill string(s) and drill bit,
see Figure 2. The piston converts energy from hydraulic into mechanical energy. The shank adapter
transmits impact energy from the piston to the drill string, generating a stress wave pulse that travels
through the drill string towards the drill bit. The stress wave pulse is compressive and of several
hundred kilo-newton magnitude. The drill bit consists of a steel cylinder equipped with CC buttons
which are the part in the drill that meets the rock. The size of the bit and the buttons varies. The
relatively large grade A button used for evaluation later in this work has a diameter 18 mm and
length 30 mm. About half of the button length protrudes from the drill bit. Buttons are attached by
hot shrinking into drill bit notches. Depending on the rock properties, the button shape is adapted.
When drilling in hard rock such as granite, a spherical shape of the impacting end of the button is
preferred [5].

Figure 2. The four main components of a top hammer drill.

Except from the percussions onto rock, the drill bit is also subjected to a feed force and torque. The
feed is applied to the drill string to keep the CC buttons in contact with the rock, therefore,
2

counteracting the backward impulse caused by the drill bit impacting on the rock [6]. After each
impact, the steel cylinder is slightly rotated so that every button impacts on a new position in the
next cycle. This is accomplished by applying rotation torque to the shank adapter, which transmits
through the drill strings to the drill bit [4]. A CC button operates at severe, arduous conditions,
typically resulting in heavy wear and possible fracture of the drill bit buttons, see Figure 3.

Figure 3. A top hammer bit after granite drilling. The buttons are worn and the one in the lower left position has fractured
inside the drill bit notch. From Sandvik.

By drilling experience, a button fracture occurs does not occur very often. Most frequently, gradual
wear is the life limiting factor. The fracture usually occurs during the very first seconds of drilling. The
drill bit typically impacts 50 times per second onto the rock while rotating at 100 rpm and it has been
estimated that a CC button is subjected to a load of up to 2 kN [6]. However, a drill bit the size of the
one shown in Figure 3 is subjected to force pulses around 500 kN.

2.2 Cemented Carbides
In its simplest form cemented carbide consists of tungsten carbide (WC) and cobalt. Tungsten carbide
is very hard but brittle and only allows very little plastic deformation. By gluing WC grains together
with a ductile Co binder that allows more plastic deformation, a composite with both high hardness
and high toughness is obtained. These material properties are fundamental for percussive rock
drilling, where hardness and toughness are required for wear and impact resistance, respectively.
Pure WC has a density of 15.7 gcm-3 and Co 8.9 gcm-3 . Typical rock drill CC grades has a cobalt
content of 5 to 10 wt%. CC have a Young's modulus E from 400 to 650 GPa, depending on the Co
content [5].
The mean free path in CC is a measure of the average thickness of the Co binder phase between WC
grains. The cobalt binder can take on two crystal structures, FCC or HCP. The former is more ductile
than the latter and thus wanted in the CC. Cobalt in rock drilling CC grades initially has FCC structure,
but can transform into HCP if the material is plastically deformed. A CC with low Co binder content is
more prone to brittle fracture; less Co limits the plastic deformation that can occur in the structure
before cracks initiate [8], [9]. A CC button with higher Co content yields higher fracture toughness,
however at the cost of hardness. This results in an optimization problem when designing CC for rock
drilling, since both hardness and toughness is wanted to increase wear resistance and impact
resistance, respectively.
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The dual properties (DP) CC developed by Sandvik utilize macro-gradients within the structure to
enhance drill performance. By tailoring the distribution of cobalt binder phase within the structure,
three distinct microstructural zones are obtained. The outer zone is depleted of Co, resulting in a
hard and wear resistant surface. The layer beneath is rich in Co, surrounding the core of WC + ηphase. At sintering temperature, the Co rich middle layer will expand more than its surrounding
layers due to the larger thermal expansion coefficient of Co compared to WC. The expansion induces
compressive stresses in the outer layer. At room temperature, force equilibrium requires that the
compressive stresses in the outer layer are met by equal tensile stresses in the middle layer. Since
compressive stresses prevent the initiation and propagation of cracks, a more durable surface with
higher wear resistance is obtained compared to when no compressive stresses are present [10].
Compressive stresses at the surface can also be induced by surface treatment methods such as
tumbling.

2.3 Wear and fracture of CC
At present, the buttons are the toughest and hardest material in the drill system but the limiting
component; a harder and tougher button would allow for a higher percussion power thus increase
the drilling speed. In literature, gradual wear of CC has been studied extensively as the various rock
types and CC grades offer a vast number of different tribological problems. Gradual wear is most
often the dominant deterioration mechanism. However, studies concerning the severe fracture, that
according to drilling experience occurs during the very first percussions onto rock or when there is a
rapid change in rock conditions, is to our knowledge not found in literature.
In this subsection, the gradual wear of the button during percussive drilling is reviewed. It is limited
to, drilling in hard and abrasive rock types. Finally, crack initiation and propagation in cemented
carbide is reviewed.

2.3.1 Gradual wear
Gradual button wear from repeated percussions onto rock is inevitable and development is towards
reducing the wear rate to increase the button lifetime. Surface micro spalling was proposed by
Montgomery in 1968 as the main wear mechanism [11]. It is caused by the high stresses that arise
when drilling against a hard rock. These stresses are high enough to crush and fracture superficial WC
grains [12]. Abrasive removal of the Co binder phase is also suggested as a major deterioration
mechanism [13], proposed to be preceded by Co extrusion, where repeated impacts extrude the Co
from between WC grains to the surface and then remove it abrasively. Rock adhering to the surface
has been pointed out by U. Beste et al. to have a major impact on the wear rate [5], [12], and later
also in combination with cobalt silicide formation [14].

2.3.2 Severe fracture
The wear mechanisms viewed in section 2.3.1 attack the superficial structure. Besides the gradual
wear, the button may fracture severely during drilling. In this case, a sizable portion of the button is
removed which renders it incapable of further drilling. Obviously, this is not allowed to happen
during the very first seconds of drilling. Thus, there is a need for a test to evaluate the tendency to
fracture and to be able to benchmark future alternative binder CC. In today’s cobalt-based inserts the
typical fracture from drilling experience is a long crack through the middle of the spherical surface to
the drill bit joint. Axial crack propagation indicates that radial tensile stresses were present prior to
fracture. Crack propagation parallel to the applied load is typical in static compression tests [15].

2.3.3 Review of crack growth in cemented carbide
Due to the composite structure of cemented carbide, with the WC grains glued together by the Co
rich binder phase, four crack paths are available. A crack can propagate transgranular through a WC
4

grain, intergranular between two grains, close to a tungsten carbide-binder interface and through the
binder phase [16]. An extensive study of the fracture of different WC/Co carbide grades at static
loading were investigated by L. Sigl and H. Exner by static compression tests [17]. They found that the
first step of crack propagation is the formation of a continuous crack in the CC, and that microcracks
and crack branching attached to this main crack is extremely rare. Plastic deformation of the binder
phase near the crack path was observed only in regions directly adjacent to it. They also raised the
importance of the Co mean free path. Plastic deformation of Co binder is strongly constrained by its
neighbouring WC grains, if the grains remains intact. Dynamic loading of CC with 200 nm WC grains
was done by K. Mandel et al [18]. They found that the degree of fragmentation increased with
increasing strain rate. Crack formation in brittle materials has been investigated by W.F Brace [19]
and later by B. Lundberg [15]. When a brittle material is subjected to static loading, the most critical
crack extends through the specimen.
When the same material is subjected to dynamic loading, extensive crack initiation may occur before
general failure. Thus, a much higher degree of fragmentation is obtained in dynamic loading opposed
to static or even quasi-static loading. The reason for this appears to be that the load is applied at a
faster rate than the growth rate of the most critical crack.

3 Impact
Impact mechanics deals with the reaction forces and impulses that develop during a collision. Firstly,
the dynamic loading that the CC button is subjected to in rock drilling is considered in this section.
Secondly, some theory of mechanics relevant to this work is presented. Thirdly, Hertzian contact is
shortly reviewed and followed by a brief discussion on single-impact test methods.

3.1 Button loading in percussive drilling
The stress wave pulse that loads the rock drill insert and its buttons originates from the piston
impacting onto the drill string. The wave is longitudinal and compressive with a characteristic length
twice of the piston. The length depends on discontinuities along its traveling direction.
Discontinuities can be either change of cross-sectional area or material. Usual drill string material is
steel which gives a wave speed of about 5000 ms-1, depending on the alloy. The wave speed in a
homogeneous CC button is similar, but slightly higher due to a higher Young's modulus to density
ratio. Thus, the wave speed does not differ too significantly. A typical drill piston length is 0.5 m, thus
generating a compressive stress wave of 1 m. The CC button length is thus typically only 3% of the
stress wave length. As the stress wave propagates towards the button-rock interface, parts are
reflected and parts are transmitted into the rock. The reflected part reached the opposite part of the
button when 6% of the 1 m compressive wave has propagated into the button. Consequently, more
than 15 reverberations will occur in the button before the entire stress wave pulse has passed the
drill string-button interface, given that a 1 m long stress wave loads it.
In Figure 4, two pulses with different lengths that propagates through the button is exemplified. The
longer pulse has a transit time of t2 – t0, generating about 20 reflections in the button during its
duration. The short pulse has a transit time of t1 – t0, generating only two reflections in the button
during its duration. The several reverberations in the button caused by the long pulse results in an
equilibrated stress in the button, loading it almost quasi-statically. The single reverberation caused
by the short pulse loads the button dynamically.

5

Figure 4. Lagrange diagram of two pulses propagating independent of each other along l, one with a length of about 0.6 m
(solid blue) and one with a length of about 0.06 m (dashed black). The diagram is simplified by discarding any changes to the
force pulse due to the spherical face of the button. Arrows indicate propagation direction of the pulses. The system of the
two bars and the button is in contact, and the bars are considered infinitely long.

Since the pulse length in rock drilling is much longer than the CC button, in the situation when there is
rock to meet the button, the button is loaded almost quasi-statically. It is to be considered quasistatically, because in the perspective of the button, it is loaded over a time where several
reverberations occur before the stress wave unloads it. There is no strict limit when a dynamic problem
should be treated quasi-statically. However, if the pulse loading of the button increases, the button
response falls towards the static response.

3.2 Longitudinal impact
This section is to present some theory required to follow the equations presented in subsequent
parts of this work. The theoretical approach on longitudinal impact of slender bars is limited here to
one-dimensional theory due to simplicity. This implies that elastic pulses propagate with constant
velocity and shape and that plane cross-sections remains plane during deformation. The accuracy of
the one-dimensional theory is within a few percent if the pulse length is at least 4 to 8 times the bar
diameter [20]. Signs are discarded in the derivation. A positive force corresponds to a compressive
force which corresponds to a negative strain and a positive particle velocity. Note that the amplitude
of a stress pulse is dependent on cross-section area, whereas a force pulse is not.
From the one-dimensional wave equation where u is the particle displacement, t the time and x the
particle position
𝜕2𝑢
𝜕2𝑢
2
=
𝑐
𝜕𝑡 2
𝜕𝑥 2

(1)

where c, the wave speed in a material, is related to the Young's modulus E and density ρ as 𝑐 =
√𝐸/ρ. The problem under discussion is solved by fulfilling boundary conditions for the strain ε
ϵ=

𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑥

𝜉=

𝜕𝑢
.
𝜕𝑡

and the particle velocity 𝜉

The strain, wave velocity and particle velocity are related by
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(2)

(3)

𝜉=

𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑥
=
= 𝑐𝜖.
𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑡

(4)

Hooke's law
𝐹
= 𝐸𝜖
𝐴

(5)

where A is the area which the force is applied to. With eqns. (4) and (5) a relation between the force
and particle velocity is found which follows
𝐹 = 𝐴𝐸𝜖|𝜖= 𝜉/𝑐 =

𝐴𝐸
𝜉
𝑐

(6)

and the characteristic impedance Z = AE/c is introduced to give the shorter expression
𝐹 = 𝑍𝜉.

(7)

Now, consider the impact of two cylindrical bars with characteristic impedances Z1, Z2 and velocities
v1 and v2 as in Figure 5. Let w be the particle velocity in the frame of reference in each bar.

Figure 5. Two cylindrical bars of characteristic impedances Z1, Z2 and velocities v1, v2.

Compatibility of velocities leads to the result
1
(8)
𝑤 = (𝑣1 + 𝑣2 )
2
and with v2 as in Figure 5, eqs. (7) and (8) the magnitude of the force pulse generated in an impact of
cylindrical bars is found as
1
𝐹 = 𝑣1 𝑍
2

(9)

if Z is equal for impacting bodies. The length of the generated force pulse is twice the length of the
impacting bar.
In the case of bars with different impedances, say Z1 > Z2, the force becomes
𝐹=

2𝑍1
1
1
⋅ 𝑍2 𝑣1 ≥ 𝑍2 𝑣1
𝑍1 + 𝑍2 2
2

which is derived elsewhere [20]. Assuming the same material in both bars, eq. (10) becomes
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(10)

𝐹=

2𝐴1
1
1
⋅ 𝑍2 𝑣1 ≥ 𝑍2 𝑣1
𝐴1 + 𝐴2 2
2

(11)

where A1 is the cross-sectional area of the impacting bar and A2 that of the impacted bar. In the case
where A1 > A2, the generated force pulse is infinitely long but has a stepwise decreasing amplitude of
𝐴1 − 𝐴2 𝑛
(
)
𝐴1 + 𝐴2

(12)

Each step occurs after twice the transit time in the impacting bar.

3.3 Hertzian contact
The contact of a spherical surface onto a spherical or flat surface can be described with Hertzian
theory, if the materials in contact remain elastic. Assuming only elastic deformation of a sphere with
radius R at normal load P, the contact radius a can be calculated by
𝑎3 =

4𝑘𝑃𝑅
3𝐸

(13)

where 𝑘 = (9/16)[(1 − 𝜆2 ) + (1 − 𝜆′2 )𝐸/𝐸 ′ ] with Poisson’s ratio λ. The prime notation refers to
the material of the sphere. From here, stress components can be derived. The maximum tensile
stress can be found at the edges of the circular contact. The maximum shear stress is found along the
contact axis at a depth around 0.5a under the surface, see Figure 6.

Figure 6. Cross-section of ceramic specimen loaded by sphere with radius r and normal load P. Cone fracture (maximum
tensile stress) or sub-surface plastic deformation (maximum shear stress) initiates beyond the elastic limit of the specimen.
Image from [21].

For highly isotropic ceramics, such as quartz, cone cracks around the sphere indenter are commonly
found, see the crack in Figure 6 at the edges of the contact zone. They appear as cones due to the
symmetry of the spherical indenter and quartz. Ductile specimens plastically deform at the maximum
shear stress beyond the elastic limit. In literature, brittle or quasi-plastic modes of ceramics are used
to describe if the fracture is caused by tensile or shear stresses, respectively. The former is often
found in homogeneous ceramics such as quartz and the latter in heterogeneous ceramics such as
alumina. The material properties of CC can be tailored in numerous ways. Hence, it is hard to assign
to any of the two modes. Spherical Hertzian indentation on heterogeneous ceramics have showed
that plasticity is attainable [22]. Sphere-indentation in heterogeneous tough ceramics shows shear
driven damage beneath the contact zone in the form of microcracks. The fracture is believed to be
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due to coalescence of these microcracks, which ultimately lead to extensive material removal [21]. H.
Zang and Z. Fang observed ring cracks by indenting a WC-10 wt% Co material using a spherical
indenter. These were followed by a radial crack, appearing from the edge of the contact zone. They
found that the radial crack fans out from underneath the indentation and propagates to the surface
and radially outwards [23].

3.4 Impact test methods
The most widely used single-impact test methods are reviewed here.

Charpy and Izod
Due to its experimental simplicity the Charpy impact test has been used extensively as a method to
evaluate a materials impact toughness [2]. The test is performed by releasing a pivoting hammer
from a certain height so that it impacts onto the sample. A wedge tip is placed at the impact front of
the hammer. With the specimen being supported at its ends, the sample is subjected to three-point
loading. Usually, the sample is notched at the opposing impact face in the shape of a V, U or keyhole.
The Izod impact test is performed in an analogous manner. Here, the sample is in the shape of a
cantilevered beam, leading to an alternative stress distribution compared to the three-point loading
in the Charpy configuration, see Figure 7. With high frequency strain gauges mounted on the
specimen and the wedge tip, the force history of the impact can be measured.

Figure 7. Left: The Izod impact method. Right: The Charpy impact method.

Taylor
The Taylor impact test was presented by G. Taylor in 1947 [24]. A cylindrical projectile is subjected to
a high velocity impact onto a rigid surface. By measuring the final deformed geometry, combined
with the impact velocity, Taylor determined a relationship between the dynamic flow stress and the
residual geometry. Measurement of the deformed geometry requires that the sample does not
fracture. Hence, the method is most suitable for metals or polymers that can be severely deformed
before fracture. Most of its popularity is found in this group of materials [25]. Even so, the Taylor
impact test has been conducted on cemented carbide. P.J Hazell et al. impacted CC spheres onto a
flat CC target [26]. They found that at an impact velocity 57 ms-1, the CC sphere rebounded from the
impacted surface but with several chips and fragments generated from the surface. At impact
velocities above 137 ms-1, the CC sphere did not rebound but fractured into small fragments. In their
analysis they concluded that the strain-rate had no influence between these velocities. It is probably
due to the high loading rate where extensive crack initiation occurs before general failure.

Split Hopkinson pressure bar
The Hopkinson pressure bar was developed by B. Hopkinson [27] and modified by H. Kolsky [28]. It
was developed to investigate behaviour of materials at high strain rates. The experimental setup
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consists of a striker bar, an incident bar and a transmission bar as shown in Figure 8. Strain gauge
measurements are done at both bars. The sample is put between the incident and the transmission
bar, in contact with both. The test is executed by impacting the striker bar onto the incident bar. A
compressive wave twice the length of the striker bar is generated in the incident bar, which transmits
it to the sample [28]. The initial, reflected and transmitted pulses can be recorded by the strain
gauges. The reflected and the transmitted pulses can be used to calculate the displacement of both
bar ends during the impact. Typical strain rates achieved are 102 to 103s-1 depending on the stiffness
of the specimen and the cross-sectional area of the bar system.

Figure 8. Essential parts of the split Hopkinson pressure bar test

A number of requirements for a valid split Hopkinson pressure bar experiment must be satisfied and
parameters cannot be changed arbitrarily. It is important that the pressure at the surface of the bar
equals the pressure at the centre of the bar when measuring. Measurement should be performed at
a distance away from the specimen-bar interface to allow for this. The distance can be reduced by
decreasing the area mismatch of the bars and the specimen. There are no strict guidelines for a valid
experiment since it depends on the specimen material, typically one should choose Dbar ≈ 2 to 4 times
dspecimen and Lbar ≈ 100 times Dbar, where Lbar is the length of the incident bar [29].
The Hopkinson technique is strikingly alike the impact in percussive drilling. D. Tkalich et al. aimed to
simulate a single or a few blows of a drill bit insert onto rock [30]. They conducted a surface analysis,
finding distinct zones of damaged microstructure surrounded by intact microstructure. These zones
are scattered non-uniformly, indicating that the impact area between button and rock is very small.
Beste [5] calculated the real contact area to be 0.25 mm2 from the hardness of granite of 800 HV
with the estimated button load per impact of 2 kN.

4 Method
In this work, the present impact test used in the CoFree project today was further developed. The
present test is a simple Charpy impact hammer with flat impacting end. This test can differentiate the
impact resistance of different CC grades, however neither does it give any information of the force
acting on the button nor of the strain rate. In this chapter, the impact test developed in the present
work is presented. The development was based on an existing Charpy pendulum arrangement
located at the Ångström facility. The design work was preceded by a consideration of a number of
concepts.

4.1 Design strategy
Important concepts are presented here. This subsection motivates the developed method in terms of
design.
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Rigid impact
In rock drilling, the rock experiences a rigid impact during each percussion caused by the harder CC
counter-surface. In the currently existing impact test, a button is impacted onto a flat surface of a
harder CC grade or diamond plate. The Young’s modulus between the different carbide grades are
assumed to not differ significantly. The harder the counter-surface, the more rigid is the impact in
the perspective of the softer specimen. This can be viewed as two impacting springs. By including the
geometrical shape of the impacted body, other solutions to the rigid impact problem apart from hard
counter-surfaces can be found. The load duration is equal for both parts that participate in the
impact.
A way of obtaining a perfectly rigid impact interface is to mirror the impact. That is, impacting a
button onto another identical button. The response is equal if the Young's modulus, geometry and
radial expansion are equal. This equality holds when impacting two buttons of equal carbide grade
onto each other. No friction in the button/button contact appears since both expand equally. If the
properties between two buttons are not equal but deviates slightly, the impact interface would
slightly deviate as well. However, it is a simple way of obtaining a very rigid impact interface.

Obtaining sufficient impact force
In static compression, the reference CC grade A fractures at ≈ 100 kN when the spherical surface is
pressed against a platen of a harder CC. It is uncertain if the same force is required in a dynamic
experiment. However, the experiment should be designed to be capable of delivering a force of
equal magnitude. It is desired that the loading of the button is like that in percussive drilling as
explained in section 3.1. Quasi-static loading is obtained when the length of the force pulse is much
longer than the transit time in the button, so that numerous reverberations occur before the entire
force pulse has passed. A way of obtaining a force pulse of this magnitude and length is by using
impacting bars, as in rock drilling.
From eq. (11)
𝐹0 = 2

𝐴𝑝 1
1
𝑍𝑏 𝑣0 ≥ 𝑍𝑏 𝑣0
𝐴𝑝 + 𝐴𝑏 2
2

the force generated in an impact of cylindrical bars can be calculated. The impacting bar is denoted
piston with subscript p and it impacts with the velocity 𝑣0 , the impacted bar is denoted with
subscript b. According to eq. (11) the force can be increased by increasing the impact velocity v0 or
the area mismatch. The impact velocity is limited to approximately 5.3 ms-1, calculated from the
largest angle to which the pendulum arm can be raised. For common steel with properties E = 200
GPa and c = 5000 ms-1, where piston and bar have equal cross-sectional area, the minimum diameter
to generate a 100 kN force is
1 𝐹𝑐 2
𝐷 = 2√
∼ 35 mm
π𝐸 𝑣
with the impact velocity v = 5.3 ms-1.
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(14)

Pulse length
Let us now consider the system shown in Figure 9 where one button is mounted on each side of the
impact interface, with the hemispherical side facing the impact.

Figure 9. The piston impacts onto the bar with velocity v.

As the two hemispheres meet, the contact area will grow as the impulse raises. The weaker spring
constant caused by the small cross-section area of the spheres will smoothen and extend the force
pulse as compared to the rectangular wave shape achieved if two flat surfaces collide. As a result, the
force pulse will have a risetime. The force pulse will grow towards the peak force, which is still
governed by eq. (11), until the pulse has propagated twice the piston length. The piston must not be
so short that the force pulse does not have sufficient duration to allow for the force to reach the
peak force. It is not trivial to estimate the piston length required to reach the peak force. To choose a
starting point, one can use the 0.5 m piston length used in top hammer drilling.

Instrumentation
The force pulse generated from the impact shown in Figure 9 can be obtained by measuring the
strain over time. This can be done by measuring the strain at the surface of the bar. By use of
Hooke's law (eq. (5)) the strain can be converted into force. The bar and button are subjected to
different strains due to different cross-section areas and Young’s modulus, but equal force. The force
in the button is the force in the bar after a time equal to the propagation time of the pulse between
the button and the point of measurement.
As explained in the Split Hopkinson Pressure bar part of section 3.4, the area mismatch of the bar and
button should not be too large to avoid invalid measurements when measuring surface strain.
Optimally, bar and button should have equal diameters. Equal diameters would generate a force
pulse twice the length of the piston, whereas different diameters generate a longer step-wise
decreasing pulse. However, due to the very high stiffness of the CC compared to steel this is not
possible; it is required that the generated strain in the bar is in the elastic regime. Otherwise, plastic
deformation of either bar or piston would yield varying conditions between impacts. If ϵ ≤ 0.1%, a bar
diameter for common steel should not be less than
𝐹
𝐷 2
π (2 )

≤ 𝐸ϵ𝑚𝑎𝑥 → 𝐷 ≥ 25 mm

(15)

when subjected to a 100 kN force. The force pulse with a piston and a bar with this cross-sectional
area according to eq. (11) would be F = 44.7 kN. The force can be increased by utilizing different
cross-sectional areas of the piston and the bar. At maximum, the force is increased by a factor of
two.
An initial test series was carried out using the grade A button. It was done to see if cracks visible for
the naked eye could be obtained. In this test, one button was attached to a 40 mm in diameter
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piston and one button to a 30 mm hollow bar. By impacting at approximately 4.4 ms-1, a crack at the
surface of the button mounted in the hollow bar was produced.

Recording the impact force
The strain gauge should be put at least 10 bar diameters away from the impact interface to ensure
uniform stress, that is stress independent of radial coordinate for a given axial coordinate. Onedimensional wave theory is employed in this work due to simplicity, which implies that a uniform
cross-section is assumed to remain plane during the passage of the force pulse. But since there is a
button/bar area mismatch, initially only a fraction of the bar cross-section will respond to the force
from the button. As shown in Figure 10, there is a length l (at l3 in the figure) needed for the stress
wave to become uniform, i.e. the stress at the centre is equal to the stress at the surface. The
measurement must not occur before the stress wave becomes uniform. Therefore, the gauge must
be positioned at least this distance away from the area discontinuity.

Figure 10. Smaller cylinder impacting onto a larger cylinder with velocity v. Cross-sections of the larger bar is given at l1, l2
and l3. At these lengths, the dark red circles represent the area over which the force from the impact is distributed. At l3, the
force is distributed over the entire bar cross-section area and uniform stress is achieved.

From the recorded strain the force on the button can be directly calculated, if recorded before
superposition of reflected waves occur. Since the bar with the gauge has a finite length, a wave
reflected at the free end, now traveling in the opposite direction, will reach the gauge and interfere.
The pulse front will have a transit time from the gauge to this free end and back depending on the
length of the bar. A longer bar would enable longer measurements, but this is limited by the size of
the room hosting the experiment. If a is the distance between the button-bar interface and the strain
gauge position (which, as mentioned should at least be 10 bar diameters), superposition of waves at
position a occurs at time
𝑡𝑏 =

2(𝑙𝑏 − 𝑎)
𝑐𝑏

where lb is the length of the bar.
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(16)

Qualitative simulation and wave transit times
A simulation was carried out with the percussive rock drill simulator PRDS based on the theory and
algorithms presented in [31], [32]. It was used to investigate the force pulse extension due to the
smoothening effect of the spherical faces of the buttons in the impact. It was also used to estimate
the piston length required to obtain a sufficient fraction of the peak force.
Depending on the extension of the pulse length, the piston length and bar length can be chosen to
ensure that the whole initial pulse can be recorded before superposition of waves. The simulator is
based on 1D wave theory. Therefore, the spherical face of the button cannot be handled directly. As
a work-around to represent a simplified spherical face, the button was modelled as an elastic
cylinder. The piston and bar could be implemented without any modifications, see Table 1.
The spring constant k1 of a smaller button with area A1 was retrieved from an Instron compression
test. The stiffness of a cylindrical bar is proportional to its cross-section area. Thus, the spring
constant from the smaller button can be scaled to the larger button with area A2 used in this work by
𝑘2 =

𝐴2
𝑘 .
𝐴1 1

(17)

As the spherical face of the button is modelled as a spring and the impact includes two buttons, the
compression is doubled. This is compensated for by halving the spring constant k2. The force F
required to obtain the compression ε for an elastic body is given by eq. (5) (Hooke’s law). The force F
required to compress a spring with spring constant k is:
𝐹 = k ⋅ Δ𝑥 = 𝑘 ⋅ ϵ𝑙

(18)

where l is the spring length. Substituting the force in eq. (5) with eq. (18) gives the expression
AE
(19)
.
l
Equation (19) can be used to match the stiffness of an elastic body with the stiffness of a spring. The
spring constant k2 was matched to a cylinder with material properties equal to those used for the
piston and bar. With E = 200 GPa, the spring constant of the spherical face of the button is translated
into a cylinder by choosing the correct area A to length l ratio. The ratio A/l = 1.1 was found to match
the stiffness. Simulation inputs are shown in Table 1.
𝑘 ⋅ ϵ𝑙 = 𝐴𝐸ϵ → k =
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Table 1. Dimensions for the simulation of the piston, bar and spring. Note that the spring was modelled as a cylinder.
Material properties were set to E = 200 GPa and ρ = 5 gcm-3.

Length [cm] Diameter [cm]
Piston
30
4
Bar
240
3
Spring
9
3.55
The piston impact velocity was set to 4.5 ms-1, which with the properties given in Table 1 generated
the force pulse shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Force pulse simulation based on the parameters presented in Table 1 and an impact speed of 4.5 ms-1.

The resulting low peak force of about 5.8 kN was troubling. It is not believed to be sufficient to
fracture a button, as 100 kN is required to fracture a button in the compression test. However, since
the initial impact test with a hollow cylinder using an impact velocity of 4.4 ms-1 was sufficient to
fracture the button, it was concluded that the spring constant modelling must be incorrect. A
possible reason for this may be that the Instron compression data was misinterpreted or badly scaled
to the button grade A size. While information regarding the peak force was discarded, information
regarding the force pulse length increase were of use. The simulation showed a force pulse length
increase with a factor 3.5 times due to the spring action (the spherical face of the button) compared
to the case without buttons. The force pulse transit time without buttons would be
𝑡𝑝 =

2 ⋅ 𝑙𝑝
𝑐

(20)

where c is the wave speed of the material. Based on the pulse wave extension information from the
simulations, the first force pulse with a piston of length lp would have a transit time
𝑡𝑠 = 𝑡𝑝 ⋅ 3.5.

(21)

To record the whole first force pulse which carries information of the peak force it is required that ts
< tb. By comparing eqns. (16) and (21) it is found that lb > 1.65 m is required. To sum up, the impacted
bar should be at least 1.65 m long. A longer bar is favoured to compensate for any calculation error.
The end of the initial force pulse, where the stress amplitude falls to zero, means that the piston
starts to move in the opposite direction of the traveling pulse which decouples the button/button
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contact. This is because the compressive pulse is followed by a tensile pulse created at the free end
of the piston.

4.2 Experimental setup
A Charpy pendulum hammer impact setup was modified to be able to deliver an instrumented
button/button impact. The loading situation in percussive drilling was imitated by attaching a button
onto a cylindrical bar. By mirroring the impact, a rigid impact interface is obtained.

4.2.1 Overview
The arrangement is presented in Figure 12. A piston was attached to the pivoting pendulum arm. A
button mounted on the front face of the piston was impacted onto another button similarly mounted
on a cylindrical bar. The piston had a length of 30 cm and the bar a length of 240 cm. The bar is
supported by two pairs of alignment configurations resting on a beam (see Figure 15). The alignment
configuration consists of a pair of prisms. By changing the relative distance between the prisms, the
height of the bar could be adjusted. Alignment along the impact direction is simply carried out by
moving the bar that is not fixed but only resting on the v-shaped support formed by the prisms. The
beam itself could also be aligned in the direction perpendicular to the axial direction of the bar.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. (a) Side view of the experimental setup. (b) Orange square in (a) shown from above.

An adapter is fastened on the free end of the pendulum arm. The adapter has a cylindrical hole with
4 cm diameter where the piston is inserted. Two brass rings are attached to the piston, one on each
side. In this way the piston can slide freely in the adapter. This contact is greased to reduce the
friction. This sliding holder has the purpose to eliminate the pendulum rotational energy from
affecting the impact, see Figure 13. The impact initiates at t2 and ends at t3. At t3, the tensile wave
generated in the free end of the piston pulls the piston as the arrow indicates (it does so when it
reaches the right side of the piston). The force moves the piston relative to the pendulum arm until it
is stopped by the brass ring.
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Figure 13. The pivoting arm, piston and bar. Note that the piston is free to move in its axial direction. Arrows indicate
direction of forces, at time t where t1 < t2 < t3 < t4.

4.2.2 Sample holders
The piston-button was n mounted in a holder attached to the piston by two screws. The button itself
is attached to the holder by screws which tighten the holder hole diameter, see Figure 14(a). In an
early version, the bar-button were placed into a holder with just one hole; the air gap between the
button and the hole was narrow enough to keep it in place during the reflected tensile pulse.
Further, after a few impacts the steel in the bar and holder became deformed, which kept the holder
in place. An initial test showed however that any radial expansion such as the one caused from an
axial fracture of the button, would lock it firmly into the holder hole. Thus, the button could not be
retrieved without substantial damage to it. A new holder of a design similar to the piston-button
holder was manufactured to overcome this. The new holder has a screw that pins it onto the bar, see
Figure 14(b). The pinning force is sufficient to keep the holder place during loading of the reflected
tensile pulse. A 3 mm copper disc is placed between each sample holder and button to even out the
pressure from the impact and thereby avoid plastic deformation of the steel. After a few impacts, the
copper disc in each holder has become plastically deformed, adapting to the fillet of the button back
side.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. Button holders. (a) Piston side. (b) Bar side.
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4.2.3 Measurement
At a distance of 12 bar diameters away from the button/bar interface, a pair of strain gauges was
attached on diametrically opposite positions. A diagonally arranged Wheatstone bridge was fixed by
connecting two passive strain gauges on a piece of unloaded steel. The diametrically opposite
positioned strain gauges form opposite branches of the bridge, thus cancelling contributions from
bending waves. To check the diametrically positioned active gauges, contributions from bending
were investigated by manually bending the bar while registering the bridge output. No output was
noticeable when a weight of about 50 kg was applied at the centre of the bar. The distance from the
point of which weight was applied and the gauges was less than 1 meter.
The gauges were connected to a bridge amplifier. The bridge amplifies the voltage over the bridge by
a factor of 5000. The gauge factor k was adjusted manually on the amplifier. The bridge amplifier
output was connected to a DAQ NI9201 and recorded by a LabView program. The sample frequency
was 800 kHz. For Wheatstone bridge calculations used in this work, see appendix A.

Figure 15. Active gauges and impact alignment configurations. The bar button is located 12 bar diameters away from the
strain gauges.

The wave speed of the steel was determined by recording a stress pulse and measuring the time
between two reverberations. It was found to be 5145 ms-1.

4.2.4 Validation
The output was validated and calibrated by shunting one of the bar gauges. In a shunt calibration, a
resistor is coupled in parallel to one gauge to simulate strain. The simulated strain can in turn be
compared to the measured output of the bridge. A 300 kΩ resistor was used to shunt one active
gauge, which induced an output of 1.5 V. The output with the amplification of the bridge amplifier
gives the bridge strain
ϵ𝑏 = 1.51(𝑉) ⋅ 200 ⋅ 10−6
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1
= 3.02 ⋅ 10−4 .
𝑉

(22)

The simulated strain was calculated by
ϵ𝑠 =

𝑅0
[33]
𝑁𝑘(𝑅0 + 𝑅𝐶 )

(23)

where R0 = 350 Ω is the gauge resistance, RC is the resistor, k =1.93 is the strain gauge correlation
factor (see appendix A). The N is the number of active gauges, which is two for the diagonal
arrangement used here. Simulated strain was
ϵ𝑠 =

350
= 3.019 ⋅ 10−4 .
1.93 ⋅ 2(350 + 300𝑘)

(24)

The difference between the bridge strain εb and simulated strain εs was less than 1%.

4.3 Method of operation
Firstly, a pair of buttons are mounted in each sample holder. This is done while applying firm
pressure to the button along its axial direction, and tightening the screws connected to the slits. The
leftmost brass ring on the piston is positioned so that the piston rests horizontally (as shown in
Figure 13 at t2), i.e. the piston is horizontal when the arm is vertical.
Secondly, the bar-button is moved towards the piston-button until contact is noted, which was seen
visually as a slight movement of the piston. Finally, the release height of the impact is determined by
measuring the angle of the pivoting arm β. The angle is measured with a spirit level. With the length
of the pivoting arm to the piston centre of mass of 80 cm, the release height h is calculated by
ℎ = 80 − 80 ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(β) = 80(1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛(90 − β)).

(25)

To achieve a certain drop height, the angle (90 − β) is calculated by inverting eq. (25). The spirit
level is then used to adjust to this angle.

4.4 Method of analysis
The impact damage was observed by two visual analyses. One with the naked eye and one with a
Dino-Lite digital microscope (AM7815MZTL) with 85x objective. With Hooke’s law and the bridge
amplification (as discussed in 4.2.3) the recorded voltage over time is converted into force over time.
The terms force pulse or force history are used when describing the recorded stress pulse. The
magnitude of a stress pulse propagation through a material depends on the cross-sectional area it
propagates through. To simplify, the stress pulse is converted to a force pulse by multiplying with the
cross-sectional area. The force in an impact with flat ends is theoretically proportional to the impact
velocity v0, as calculated from
𝑣0 = √2𝑔ℎ

(26)

where h is the height prior release of the piston centre of mass. The energy
𝑊 = 𝐴𝑏 𝐸𝑏 𝑐𝑏 ∫ 𝜀 2 𝑑𝑡 [15]

(27)

of the recorded stress pulse, where Ab, Eb and cb corresponds to the cross-section area, Young’s
modulus and wave velocity of the bar. The energy of the force pulse was calculated over only positive
forces, i.e. compressive stresses.
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The statistical quantity coefficient of variation (CV, also known as relative standard deviation) was
used. It is calculated by
𝐶𝑉 =

𝐹̃

(28)

𝐹

where 𝐹̃ is the standard deviation and 𝐹 the mean for a set of datapoints at a given impact velocity
or release height.

4.5 Performed tests
Since the method is new, the repeatability was investigated. The impact conditions were varied to
see how the force pulse changed, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Influence of aligning the button/button pre-impact position.
Influence of impact velocity.
Influence of sample holders.
Impact velocity that generate cracks.

Numbered item corresponds to test number in Table 2, where test specific conditions are presented.
Table 2. The performed tests to investigate repeatability. Re-mounted means that the pair of buttons were removed from
their holders and mounted back. These tests were conducted with button grade A.

Test
1a
1b
2a
2b
3
4

Impact velocity [ms-1] Number of impacts
2.42
3
1.71
3
1.72
1
3.57
1
2.42
1
3.57
6

With buttons
Yes
Re-mounted
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

With bar holder
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Secondly, tests were carried out to investigate the impact performance of buttons:
5. Single-impact resistance of grade A.
6. Single-impact resistance of grade B.
7. Damage due to repeated impact
Numbered item corresponds to test number in Table 3, where test specific conditions are presented.
Table 3. Tests performed to investigate impact performance. The impact velocities for the single impact test type is not
evenly distributed. Of the 22 single impact tests on grade A, 15 of those were with the new sample holder. All tests on
grade B were with the new sample holder.

Impact type
5. Single
6. Single
7a. Repeated
7b. Repeated
7c. Repeated

First impact velocity
[ms-1]
1.7 – 4.2
2.4 – 3.9
3.57
2.42
1.4

Repeated impact velocity
[ms-1]
1.4 (3 repeated impacts)
1.4 (3 repeated impacts)
1.4 (9 repeated impacts)

Number of
tested buttons
22
13
1
1
1

Grade
A
B
A
A
A

Two compression tests were performed at Sandvik. In the first test, which was done on button
grades A and B, the button is compressed until the entire button fractures. In the second test, button
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grade A is compressed to a specific force instead. For each test, a new button was used. The forces
were 25kN, 45 kN and 65 kN.

5 Results
In all graphs positive forces correspond to compressive stresses and negative to tensile stresses.

5.1 Force pulse repeatability
5.1.1 New sample holder
The new bar button holder was equipped with a slit and a pinning screw compared to the previous
bar button holder, as mentioned in section 4.2.2. The pinning screw kept the holder in place for the
reflected tensile wave. The slit was tightened with a screw to clamp the button in the holder. It was
found however that the hole diameter could not be decreased as much as needed to achieve high
enough friction in the axial direction between the holder and some specimens. Consequently, some
specimens where ejected from the holder hole when the reflected pulse arrived. An ejected button
was either found to be half ejected i.e. not in contact with the bottom of the holder hole or fully
ejected i.e. on the beam entirely ejected from the hole. Another design should be developed with
sufficient clamping force.

5.1.2 Influence of aligning and positioning
Any changes to the force pulse due to the positioning procedure is shown in Figure 16(a), generated
with test conditions from test 1a in Table 2. The influence of removing a pair of buttons from their
holders and mounting them back is shown in Figure 16(b), generated with test conditions from test
1b in Table 2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. Force curves generated from repeated impacts with mounted buttons. (a) Buttons were not removed from
holders between each impact. (b) Buttons were removed from holders between each impact.

No substantial difference between individual impacts was found in either case. The impacts in Figure
16 did not generate any further damage visible to the naked eye nor with 85x objective LOM, see
Figure 17. Note that the crack seen in the image (marked with an arrow) are produced from a
previous impact at velocity 2.42 ms-1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17. Button subjected to the test 1b in Table 2, v = 1.7 ms-1. (a) After one impact (b) After three impacts.

The impact contact zone between the buttons left a visible plastically deformed zone. By observation
of this zone between impacts, traces from the previous impact can be seen. The contact zone is likely
to shift by some extent due to the alignment procedure, which is based on an observation. However,
these contact zone shifts between impacts did not change the force pulse.
The tensile tail found for impact velocities at around t = 1.2 ms in Figure 16(a) were found among
several tests, especially at higher impact velocities.

5.1.3 Influence of impact velocity
The force pulses from two different velocities are shown in Figure 18, generated with conditions
from test 2 shown in Table 2. The force pulse from the high velocity impact (a) has a higher strain
rate compared to the low velocity impact (b). The pulse length is also longer in the high velocity
impact, however not to a significant extent. A transit time of around 0.6 ms corresponds to a pulse
length of approximately 3 m.
In an impact between cylindrical bars without buttons, the force amplitude should decrease
according to eq. (12) after twice the piston transit time, tp. The amplitude should decrease to 28 % of
the amplitude of the initial pulse. There seems to be no correlation between twice the piston transit
time tp and the amplitude decrease. The multiples of tp shown in Figure 19 do not appear to coincide
with any amplitude decrease of the measured force pulse. The force pulse length simulated by PRDS
is shorter than the measured. However, in good agreement considering the purpose of estimating
the pulse length. Note that only the pulse transit time of the simulated wave has been included, not
the shape.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18. Influence from impact speed on the force pulse character. (a) Buttons impacting at v = 3.57 ms-1. (b) Buttons
impacting at v = 1.72 ms-1.

5.1.4 Damaging impact velocities
A comparison of force pulses generated from impacts between 6 pairs of buttons at the velocity 3.57
ms-1 is seen in Figure 19. These presented force pulses are selected from test 5 in Table 3. Cracks
could be found in all the specimens impacted at this velocity. Two overall shapes can be seen, the
pairs of 3, 5 and 6 form one of these shapes. These all have a plateau at the beginning of the force
pulse. The pulses 1, 2 and 4 almost overlap each other and form the other shape. The highest force is
found among pairs 2 and 4, which do not have the plateau, indicating that the plateau affects the
peak force. A relatively large chip was lost from one of the buttons of pair 6, which can be seen by
the sudden drop in the force pulse. The location of the sudden drop is marked in the figure with an
arrow.

Figure 19. Force pulses from several tests at impact velocity v = 3.57 ms-1 with a new pair of grade A buttons for each impact.
Top right square is a magnified view of the bottom left square. The arrow marks the sudden drop of the force pulse caused
by a button chip.

The force pulses were often found to be followed by a tensile tail (a negative force in the graphs).
These appear before any reflections occur and were specifically clear at impact velocities at 3.5 ms-1
and above, but also appear at lower velocities. Tensile stresses were also recorded where neither
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buttons nor bar holder were present in the impact, demonstrating that they are not caused by the
buttons. Force pulses with tensile tails were not found to affect the maximum force nor the shape of
the pulse, as seen in Figure 19.
The initial force pulse plateaus are exemplified in Figure 20. These force pulses are selected from test
5 in Table 3. Such plateaus appeared for 7 of the 15 tests on grade A with the new sample holder and
for 7 of the 8 tests with the old sample holder. Hence, a slight improvement with the new sample
holder. It only appeared for 1 of the 13 tests on grade B, all performed using the new sample holder.
The tests on grade B were preceded by the tests on grade A. It is not believed however to influence
the appearance of the plateau.
The plateau typically has a length of around 50 µs.1 and appears to be independent of impact
velocity. Impacts without buttons did not generate any plateaus. The plateau is believed to be caused
by a slight movement in the impact direction of the button.

Figure 20. Examples of the force pulse plateau are marked in the square, selected from three different impact velocities.

5.2 Impact resistance
Here, the graphs showing the maximum force (Figure 21(a) and Figure 22(a)) has been plotted
against the impact velocity v and the measured force pulse energy (Figure 21(b) and Figure 22(b))
has been plotted against the release height h. Note that the impact velocity v is converted from the
release height h by 𝑣 = √2𝑔ℎ, where g = 9.82 ms-2.

5.2.1 Single impact
5.2.1.1 Grade A
The impact resistance of the buttons, analysed as the tendency to avoid visible cracks at different
impact speeds from a single impact is shown in Figure 22. To get this first assessment 22 tests at
different impact velocities were performed on grade A (test 5 in Table 3).
With the naked eye, cracks were detected from impact velocities of 3.5 ms-1 and up, corresponding
to a maximum force of 38 kN and up. With the 85x LOM, cracks were identified from impact
velocities of 2.3 ms-1, corresponding to 25 kN. No correlation between a produced crack and the
shape of the force pulse was noticed. For all tests on grade A, both buttons of the pair fractured, i.e.
if a crack could be spotted in one a crack could also be spotted in the other one. In both Figure 21(a)
and (b), the quality of the linear fit is less accurate at higher forces and force pulse energies.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 21. (a) Maximum force as a function of impact velocity. (b) Measured force pulse energy as a function of release
height.

For impacts at v = 3.5 ms-1, the maximum force ranges from 38 to 44 kN with a standard deviation of
2.5 kN and the force pulse energy ranges from 11.0 to 13.7 J with a standard deviation of 0.9 J. The
coefficient of variation calculated from eq. (28) for the maximum force is 0.06 and for the force pulse
energy 0.07. Hence, the force pulse energy can be predicted with accuracy based on the maximum
force. The linear fit for the maximum force vs velocity was not improved when recordings showing a
plateau was excluded. The slope of the fitted line was unaffected as well.
5.2.1.2 Grade B
Experimental impact performance result of grade B is shown in Figure 22 (test 6 in Table 3), where 13
tests were performed. The lowest impact velocity resulting in cracks that could be spotted with the
naked eye was v = 2.97 ms-1 corresponding to 31.7 kN. There was one case where the LOM had to be
used to spot a crack above v = 2.97 ms-1. Four tests were found where only one of the buttons
fractured. Three of these were located at the piston holder. In similarity with the results for grade A,
the scatter of datapoints seems to increase at higher velocities for both force and measured force
pulse energy.

(a)

(b)

Figure 22. (a) Maximum force as a function of impact velocity. (b) Measured force pulse energy as a function of release
height.

Grade B tended to suffer surface chipping. Cracks were generated in 13 of the total of 15 tests. Of
those that generated a crack, 8 had lost a surface chip as well. In Figure 23, two examples of the
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surface chip and corresponding force pulses are shown. In both cases, a large drop can be seen in
the force pulse which is marked with an arrow. No such corresponding drops are seen in the force
curves from impacts that have not resulted in chipping.

(a) v = 4.2 ms-1, Fmax = 40.5 kN.

(b) v = 3.83 ms-1, Fmax = 41.2 kN
Figure 23. Recorded compressive force pulses for two different grade B button pairs. Image of the most damaged button is
shown.

5.3 Contact zone and crack appearance
A comparison of the impact zone as observed by SEM and LOM is shown in Figure 24, approximately
at the same magnification. A total of 5 cracks can be identified in the SEM image but only 3 in the
LOM image. Hence the SEM reveals more narrow cracks. For grade A, cracks are found to go radially
out from the contact zone. Cracks that can be easily detected often have corresponding crack
extending diametrically out from the contact zone, marked with red dotted arrows in Figure 24(a). By
careful observation, cracks at an angle 90o from the main crack can also often be seen, forming a
cross around the contact zone. Parts of a ring crack could be seen in one sample just outside but near
the contact zone from an impact at v = 4.2 ms-1, which indicates that a large plastically deformed
zone is required for their occurrence. The radius of the plastically deformed zone increased with
impact velocity. No indications that crack branching is present have been found.
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(a) SEM

(b) LOM (85x Objective)

Figure 24. Appearance of the contact zone on a button after an impact from v = 3.57 ms-1. White arrows indicate crack
positions seen in both images. Cracks marked by blue arrows in (a) cannot be seen in (b). The larger diametrically crack
marked with the red dotted in (a) is typically found.

The crack appearance in grade B is comparable to that of grade A. The cross formation of cracks is
however rarely seen for grade B.

5.4 Static compression test and comparison with impact test
Results from the compression test performed by Sandvik are shown in Table 4. In that test, grade B
fractures at a higher load and energy compared to grade A.
Table 4. Instron compression test results. Average load at fracture and fracture energy for A and B grades. Three samples of
each grade were tested, and the standard deviation is presented within the parenthesis.

Button grade Maximum load [kN]
Fracture energy [J]
A
134.7 (±4.1)
22.4 (±1.2)
B
166.6 (±5.1)
32.5 (±3.0)
As shown in Table 5, grade B outperforms grade A in the impact test.
Table 5. Impact test results. The maximum force of the pulse and force pulse energy for the lowest impact velocity that
generated a crack that could be spotted with the 85x objective LOM.

Button grade

Force [kN]
A
B

Force pulse energy [J] Impact velocity [ms-1]
23.4
4.68
2.22
31.7
8.15
2.97

The surface damage between the compression test and the impact test was compared by loading
buttons to equal forces, i.e. comparing the surface of a button subjected to a force of 45 kN in the
impact test and a button subjected to static compression up to 45 kN. Results are shown in Figure 25
where radial cracks, extending diametrically out from the contact zone can be seen in image (b). No
cracks can be seen image (a).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 25. Button grade A surface after static compression, depicted with LOM (85x objective). (a) Subjected to 45 kN. (b)
Subjected to 65 kN. Radial diametrically extending cracks marked with orange arrow. Smaller crack marked with blue arrow.

By comparing the surface of a statically compressed button to 65 kN in Figure 25(b) and an impacted
button to 44 kN in Figure 24(b), similarities are seen in the form of radial diametrically extending
cracks and a smaller crack. However, the button in Figure 25(a), which was compressed to a force up
to 45 kN, do not appear to have any cracks.

5.5 Multiple impact tests
In another test, buttons were impacted four times according to test 7a and 7b in Table 3. The first of
the four impacts were performed with a higher impact velocity than the following three. It was done
to see if cracks hidden beneath the surface, produced from the initial higher velocity impact, could
be grown to the surface by consecutive low velocity impacts.
The stepwise change of contact zone appearance is shown in Figure 26. The button in the left column
was subjected to a first impact with higher impact velocity than the button in the right column. Each
impact leaves distinguishable traces. The higher initial velocity has resulted in a wider main crack and
more smaller cracks. The button subjected to the initial lower velocity impact (right column) hardly
accumulates any damage over the consecutive impacts. It seems that even if a relatively large crack is
present, consecutive impacts (that are slightly deviated from the initial impact) generate additional
cracks parallel to the main crack.
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(1a)

(2a)

(1b)

(2b)

(1c)

(2c)

(1d)

(2d)

Figure 26. Appearance of impact zones, as depicted by using 85x objective in LOM. By observing the image of the last
impact, the most severely damaged button of each pair is shown. Same button shown in each column.
(1a) Initial impact at v = 3.57 ms-1. (1b) to (1d) Consecutive impacts at v = 1.4 ms-1.
(2a) Initial impact at v = 2.4 ms-1. (2b) to (2d) Consecutive impacts at v = 1.4 ms-1.

To investigate if impacts at velocity v = 1.4 ms-1 could produce any cracks, a pair of fresh buttons
were subjected to 10 impacts at this velocity (test 7c in Table 3). An image was taken with the 85x
objective in LOM after the first and the last impact. No cracks could be seen after the first impact in
any of the buttons. Two barely visible cracks can be seen in both buttons after ten impacts, see
Figure 27.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 27. Button surface of grade A subjected to 10 impacts at v = 1.4 ms-1. (a) Button at piston holder. (b) Button at bar
holder. Arrows indicate crack positions.

6 Discussion
6.1 In relevance to rock drilling
In this work, a Charpy pendulum hammer test was modified to test the impact performance of CC
rock drill buttons. The single-impact test methodology is capable to differentiate the impact
performance of the two button grades investigated. The design of the method allows for simple
modifications to be done, where another length of the piston can be used to change the force pulse
length. The piston length used in this work generates a force pulse of about 3 m, which is longer than
the typical force pulse in rock drilling.

6.2 Force pulse repeatability
6.2.1 Influence of sample holders
There was no indication that the occasional ejections of the bar-button influenced the force pulse
shape. Such ejections are however not wanted since further irrelevant damage could be caused
when the button lands on the beam. An improved design of the bar holder is needed to achieve
sufficient clamping force. The design used for the piston holder proved to provide sufficient clamping
force for all tests and could be used also for the bar holder.

6.2.2 Influence of positioning and alignment
Repeated impacts, that do not generate any surface cracks, were found to be highly reproducible and
not sensitive to the mounting and alignment procedure. Even when a following impact is slightly
deviating from the previous one, which can be seen by observing the contact zone, the registered
force pulses appears almost overlapping. This is a desired result, which proves that each button
tested at this velocity experience very similar experimental conditions.

6.2.3 Influence of impact velocity
The impact velocity appears to affect the force pulse shape in multiple ways. The maximum impact
force appears to be linear with respect to the impact velocity. It was found experimentally that a
higher impact force leaves a larger plastically deformed zone. The pulse length was not affected to a
significant extent between high and low velocity impacts, which implies that a higher impact velocity
increases the rate at which the contact zone increases. This is expected since a higher impact velocity
increases the stiffness of the buttons in the impact and generates a higher strain rate.
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6.2.4 Influence of the plateau and tensile tail
The force curve plateau that appeared for three of the six tests with grade A at v = 3.57 ms-1 seems to
appear randomly. By looking at all impact velocities, the proportionality between force and impact
velocity for grade A was not improved by excluding force pulses with the plateau. Anything that
causes a displacement between the button and the bottom of the holder hole could cause the
plateau. For example, the displacement could be caused by dirt between the button and the copper
disc. A displacement of the button could also occur when tightening the holder slit.
Neither was the proportionality improved by excluding force pulses with the tensile tail. The reason
for the tensile tail remain unknown within this work. To sum up, both the plateau and the tensile tail
are undesired but was not found to affect the outcome of the impact test.

6.3 Impact resistance
6.3.1 Single impact
The test has proven capable of differentiating the impact performance between grade A and B.
Further testing is however necessary to obtain statistical evidence. None out of 22 buttons of grade A
and 4 out of 13 of grade B showed cracks in only one of the buttons of the tested pair. Among those
of grade B where only one fractured, 3 were located at the piston holder. Further tests are required
to determine whether this is random or deterministic. For grade A however, the impact performance
is unrelated to which holder a button is positioned in.

6.3.2 Alternative method based on repeated impacts
A major challenge with this testing procedure was to determine the failure criterion for the CC
button. The failure criterion for the single-impact methodology was if a crack could be spotted with
the LOM. Generally, the width of the crack determines if it can be seen or not. The LOM microscope
provides a magnified view of the button surface, however as shown in Figure 24, the SEM reveals
cracks that cannot be seen with the LOM. As the determination of fracture relies of an observation
by the eye, results are affected by how careful each surface is studied.
Results from the repeated impacts, as shown in Figure 26, indicates that a button with cracks barely
visible with the LOM are not affected by consecutive low velocity impacts. However, buttons with
relatively large cracks develop new cracks and the initial crack grows due to such lower velocity
impacts. The cracks developed during the consecutive impacts are found close to the relatively large
one. It was also found that ten consecutive low velocity impacts on an undamaged pair of buttons
generated barely visible cracks.
If a button is severely damaged in the initial impact, but no clearly visible surface cracks appears, a
few low velocity impacts are likely to aggravate the damage by linking microcracks and forming
macrocracks close to the initial impact damage. By choosing an appropriate impact velocity and
number of impacts that do not generate additional cracks, this may serve as an alternative method to
ease determining the failure criterion. However, further investigation is required to find the
appropriate impact velocity and number of impacts.

6.4 Crack appearance
The crack appearance of grade A is found to be similar to the appearance of spherical indentation
marks onto WC 10 wt% Co from the work done by H. Zhang and Z. Fang [23]. They found that ring
cracks should appear at lower loads than radial cracks. From the experimental results in this work,
radial cracks are dominantly found. Only parts of a ring crack have been observed in one button
subjected to an impact velocity of 4.2 ms-1. Otherwise, no ring cracks have been spotted. There is no
reason to believe that the ring cracks should close and become hidden as the button is unloaded
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when radial cracks do not. In addition, according to literature it is more likely that the closure is
imperfect, rendering the ring crack visible [21].
As the radius of the contact zone increases with increased impact velocity, it can be argued that a
large plastically deformed zone, such as the one formed from an impact velocity at v = 4.2 ms-1, is
required for the formation of ring cracks in the buttons. Up to the impact velocity v = 3.96 ms-1, only
radial cracks are found. Radial cracks are believed to be caused by shear driven damage, which
indicates the buttons should be assigned to the quasi-plastic mode up to the impact velocity v = 3.57
ms-1.
Results indicate that the buttons are subjected to quasi-static loading during the duration of the
impact. There is virtually no dynamic loading of the button. This mean that the impact test and the
compression test load the buttons similarly, which agrees with that both tests give the same ranking
of grades A and B. However, the surface appearance between a button loaded to 45 kN in static
compression and a button subjected to a maximum impact force of 44 kN differed. But, similar
surface damage was seen between a button subjected to a 65 kN force in static compression and a
button subjected to a maximum impact force of 44 kN.
The reason for this may be due an erroneous force measurement. Several measurement errors can
occur, such as:
•
•

Measuring the strain in the bar before uniform stresses has been satisfied.
Wrong shunt calibration of the strain gauges.

The theoretical force that should be generated in the impact at an velocity of 3.57 ms-1 (the impact
velocity of the button shown in Figure 24(b), which generated a maximum force of 44 kN) can be
calculated by discarding any influence on the force caused by the buttons. With E = 210 GPa, c = 5145
ms-1, v = 3.56 ms-1 and the diameter of the bar and the piston, eq. (11) can be used to calculate the
theoretical force at this impact velocity which becomes 63 kN. Therefore, an erroneous force
measurement could be the reason. It can be checked uniform stresses has been satisfied at the strain
gauge positions. By statically loading the bar up to a specific force and comparing the bridge output
to a previous output from an impact, any deviations would imply that uniform stresses has not been
satisfied. This validation could however not be done in this work. Simply because no machine at the
Ångström facility was capable of compression the 2.4 m bar. However, the pulse length is unaffected
by an erroneous force measurement. The strain rate is affected, but not to the extent where dynamic
loading is obtained. Therefore, since similar crack appearances is found between the static
compression test and the impact test, in addition to the cracks from spherical indentation found in
literature, quasi-static loading in the impact test is believed to be present.
Another reason for the radial cracks appeared at 65 kN in static compression but not at 45 kN, where
buttons subjected to an impact of 45 kN in the impact test most certainly generated cracks is
presented. In the compression test, the button is pressed against a flat surface, obtaining a
sphere/flat contact. Thus, the stress distribution is different from the sphere/sphere (button/button)
contact in the impact test, see Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Two different contact situations that distribute stresses differently in the contact zone after being loaded to
equal force P. Left image shows a sphere/sphere contact. Right image shows a sphere/flat contact.

The stress distribution is different because the flat surface will dent to follow the spherical shape of
the button. Hence, stresses are distributed over a larger contact area for a given load compared to
the sphere/sphere contact. In the compression test, the platen was a harder CC grade compared to
the button to prevent this. However, some degree of denting is unavoidable. Conclusively, it is
possible that a higher force is required to fracture a button in the compression test compared to the
impact test. In addition, the harder CC platen will have a different radial expansion compared to the
button. Hence, there is friction acting inwards towards the contact zone that further redistribute the
stresses in favour of the button.
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7 Conclusions
The test developed in this work loads the rock drill buttons with a force pulse similar to that
prevailing in top hammer rock drilling and records the force pulse duration. It can be used to
benchmark new CC buttons without cobalt metal against today’s reference grades. The symmetrical
design of the impact eliminates friction stresses in the contact zone during the impact, which
otherwise influences the total stress state.
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

4 out of 37 tested pairs of buttons showed results where only one button produced cracks
within the pair. These were all among button grade B and 3 out of 4 were mounted on the
piston side. For button grade A, there is no preferable holder to be mounted in with respect
to the impact performance.
The force curves from repeated tests are typically very similar, i.e. the test actually loads the
buttons in a well-defined, repeatable way.
The test can differentiate the impact performance of the two tested CC grades and can thus
be used in the future to benchmark CC with alternative binders to Co based references.
However, a larger number of buttons should be tested to obtain statistical evidence.
A minority of the force pulses exhibit an initial low plateau, with unknown cause. However,
these plateaus do not seem to cause variations in the impact response.
When large button chippings occur, this is very clearly visible as a sudden drop in the
recorded force pulse.
The evaluation of the impact resistance of the buttons has an inherent problem: the
detection of small cracks depends on the visualisation method. The naked eye, an optical
microscope or an SEM give very different detection limits. When using the microscope
techniques, the selected magnification, mode of operation, etc. will also affect the result.
This can only be solved by agreeing to a good standard.
An alternative methodology is suggested that emphasises the impact resistance differences,
which hopefully can solve the crack detection problem. Since crack sizes close to the
detection limit are hard to identify, the impacted surfaces are subsequently treated to make
the cracks grow. This is realised by following the initial impact by a series of lower velocity
impacts. Cracks caused by the initial impact, but too small to be detected, may then grow to
sizes that are clearly visible. Of course, this concept requires further work to determine the
most suitable “post treatment” in terms of how to select the number of impacts and suitable
impact velocity reductions.

It is worth repeating that the present results indicate that the buttons are subjected to quasi-static
loading during the impact duration, rather than dynamic loading. Similar loading is present in the
compression and the impact test according to the experimental results. Similar cracks are also found
in between buttons these two tests. Overall, the loading of the button in rock drilling, the impact test
and the compression test has high similarity.

7.1 Future Work
The test method is suggested to be improved as follows:
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•

•

Adjust the apparatus to eliminate the plateau and the tail of the force curve. Possible
explanations for the appearance of these are presented but not further investigated as they
were not found to affect the impact performance of the buttons. They do however
complicate force pulse comparisons.
The bar holder design should be adapted to one that provides sufficient clamping force on
the button. A design similar to that of the piston holder is favoured.

To gain a deeper understanding of the button impact performance the following points are
suggested:
•

•

•

•

Load buttons to equal forces in the present impact test and the compression test. This could
possibly give experimental information on the differences between them. It would also be
interesting to conduct a compression test with two facing buttons, similar to the situation in
the impact test. An arrangement like that would eliminate the friction in the contact zone.
Cross-section studies of impacted buttons to analyse the deformed volume below the
contact zone. Especially the presence of microcracks and subsurface macrocracks is highly
interesting.
In addition, Hertzian indentation using a spherical indenter with the same radius as the
button could provide an understanding of the conditions when radial cracks and ring cracks
appear.
Experimentally find the highest possible force a button can be subjected to when impacting
onto rock. Modifications can be done to the pendulum method to investigate this.
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Appendix A
At rest, the strain gauge has resistance R0. If strained its resistance becomes R = R0 + ΔR where ΔR =
kεR0. The correlation factor k is provided by the strain gauge manufacturer. The excitation voltage ΔV
over a Wheatstone bridge with resistances R1, R2, R3 and R4 of the gauges is governed by
Δ𝑉 = 𝑉0 [

𝑅3
𝑅2
−
]
𝑅3 + 𝑅4 𝑅2 + 𝑅1

(29)

over input voltage V0 is measured. Assume that R3 and R1 are sensing gauges. R2 and R4 are always at
rest. A tension or compression would yield R3 = R1 = R0 ± kεR0, respectively. Then eq (29) becomes
Δ𝑉 = [

𝑅0 + 𝑘ϵ𝑅0
𝑅0
𝑘ϵ
−
,
] = 𝑉0
2𝑅0 + 𝑘ϵ𝑅0 2𝑅0 + 𝑘ϵ𝑅0
2 + 𝑘ϵ

(30)

and solving for ε yields
ϵ=

2Δ𝑉
1
⋅
.
𝑘𝑉0 1 − Δ𝑉
𝑉0
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